Glasswork recently prepared by Raymond Wong as a form of his leisure work
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Interested parties can view more of Raymond’s works in the following web-page
http://personal.cityu.edu.hk/~bswmwong/contents/creat.html
It is not easy to imagine. Glass is a very interesting material to play with as a form of craftwork.

I started playing, or working with glass about 2 years ago. In a sunny afternoon I visited a rocky shore and I found a lot of broken glass from wine bottle or the alike. I picked some pieces and looked at it. The form of this glass fragments looked quite interesting and reflected sunlight with bright colours. A sudden idea flashed into my mind. I could do something using this material.

Then I started creating my first sculptural form, first with fragments from broken bottle, then with glass plate deliberately cut or crashed to fit my design.

Besides glass sculpture with abstract pattern and form can be created, it can easily be lid-up under different light background with overwhelming impression.

This presentation tries to illustrate some of my works with glass and the visual impact that it creates.
Thank you for viewing. Hope you like my works